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WHERE THE 
WORLD MEETS
IN MONT’ KIARA

Welcome to a brand new corporate address of 

international influence. Its position within 

KL Metropolis, affluent surroundings and exceptional 

connectivity make it a true focal point where business 

communities come together. 



KL Metropolis is set to become 
Kuala Lumpur’s international 
trade and exhibition district

–  PRIME MINISTER OF MALAYSIA

‘‘‘‘

KL METROPOLIS 
A CITY INSPIRED BY VISION

Built over 75.5 acres of prime land with a total GDV of RM20 billion over 

the next 20 years, KL Metropolis is envisioned to be Kuala Lumpur’s 

“International Trade and Exhibition District”. As it stands, it is already the 

current location of the MITEC, MITI and MATRADE buildings, making 

it perfectly poised to boost the MICE sector and business tourism, 

propelling the country to become the premier and preferred MICE 

destination in the region.

The master development will contain a mix of grade “A” offices, regional 

retail centres, luxury condominiums and hotel components. The Met will 

arrive as the first premier corporate address in this landmark destination. 
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A FOCAL POINT OF
BUSINESS & 
INTERNATIONAL TRADE

MATRADEMITEC MITIHIGH COURT

FDI OF 

RM36.1 BILLION
(Year 2015. Source: MIDA)

ECONOMIC GROWTH OF

4.2%
IN Q1 2016

MALAYSIA RANKED

#6
MOST ATTRACTIVE DESTINATION 
FOR FOREIGN INVESTORS
(2016 Baseline Profitability Index)

COMMITTED INVESTMENTS OF 

RM5.9 BILLION 
BY MNCs DRAWN IN FROM 
INVESTKL
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THE NEW 
BUSINESS CLASS 
EMERGES

Designed as an answer to “what’s next?” when it comes to a 

premier business address, this landmark development turns 

the question into a statement. 

Within its commanding curtain wall feature façade is a host of 

world-class business facilities that will elevate your business 

to new heights.

The Met is what’s next.

The Met is the new business class.



The Met stands as the first stratified premium grade corporate office 

towers in Mont’ Kiara, immediately identifiable even from afar by its 

distinct curtain wall feature façade. Its 2 towers stand at 30 and 42 floors 

respectively, both of which have been expertly crafted in collaboration 

with some of the most renowned names in the architectural industry.

Dramatically different to anything seen before in the Mont’ Kiara 

landscape, The Met is a platform for the long-term success of its tenants. 

These premium grade offices will contribute in creating a commercial 

environment that delivers success for those that value a prestigious 

business address and instant retail & lifestyle amenities.
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THE DEFINITIVE 
PREMIUM GRADE OFFICES
ELEVATE YOUR ASPIRATIONS

GBI certification, state-of-the art features, innovative 

characteristics and an ideal balance of form and function 

-  from the moment of conceptualization, The Met has 

always been envisioned as not only a corporate address, 

rather a business destination. 

The glass wall feature façade carries 
the perspective upwards, embracing 
progressive dynamism and 
avant-garde expressions

–  GSD ARCHITECTS

‘‘ ‘‘
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With a stunning arrival experience that is prestigious beyond measure and 

functional beyond expectation, The Met extends a distinguished welcome to 

all with its double-volume 10-metre height lobby and bespoke architecture, 

because every consummate professional deserves a grand arrival. 

This exquisite introduction continues through the main point of ingress, 

where forward-thinking interior expressions impress at every glance. 

YOU’VE ARRIVED
A STATEMENT OF
SOPHISTICATION   

ELEGANT DROP-OFF AREA

Thanks to a spacious granite driveway and 

a strategic flow of traffic in and around the 

development, obstructions to incoming vehicles 

are minimized so as to ensure consistently 

seamless drop-offs. 

The Met welcomes you through a series of 
experiences that exudes a sense of euphoria, 
adding to the general impression of grandeur

–  GSD ARCHITECTS

‘‘ ‘‘
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THE GRAND LOBBY 

The Met makes elegant visual statements on every floor, starting from the 

high ceilings of its majestic lobby area through to each and every one of its 

individual workspaces. An extensive array of elite corporate features and 

offerings brings substance to its distinguished persona, catering to the 

demands of visionary businesses on holistic levels. 14
–
15

ART OF PRESTIGE
ENTER AN EXTRAORDINARY REALM 
OF CORPORATE ELEGANCE

Taking centre stage are the delicate 
chrome cyclinders suspended above the 
solid marble concierge counter, creating 
a sense of intimacy and accentuating the 
double volume space

– PALLADIO INTERIORS

‘‘‘‘
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DEFINING THE 
3RD SPACE 
BEYOND JUST AN
OFFICE ADDRESS

By definition, the 3rd Space is the realm that sits between our personal 

and professional selves, often revolving around the benefits presented by 

recreational elements.

The Met celebrates the 3rd Space philosophy with a rich offering of next-level 

business facilities and landscaped outdoor areas that contribute towards 

creating an environment that is conducive to high levels of sociability and 

interaction – all these will be available on the podium deck at level 9.

Business Centre
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Furthering its approach towards creating a genuine professional 

community, corporate spaces at The Met extend beyond just 

individual offices, stretching also into the myriad of premium meeting 

points, corporate lounges and even outdoor gathering areas made 

available throughout.  

INSPIRING THE 
WORKFORCE 
PREMIUM BUSINESS
FACILITIES

The holistic approach towards a 
working business environment 
would promote a feeling of 
wellbeing that will translate into 
better performance at work

– PALLADIO INTERIORS

‘‘ ‘‘
ELEVATED
VANTAGE POINTS 
ENHANCING THE WAY
PEOPLE MEET 

Thoughtful development planning has ensured maximized 

views of Mont’ Kiara from key rendezvous points, a trait that is 

accentuated by a predominantly glass façade and such unique 

features like the Glass Box function hall. 

As one of the tallest points in the immediate vicinity,  

The Met offers vistas that are simply unparalleled. 
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Expectations of the ideal workplace have evolved and The Met is 

set to continue this trend by redefining it. The line dividing business 

and pleasure is blurred here, thanks to an environment enlivened by 

lifestyle-enriching facilities.    

GYM & RECREATIONAL CENTRE

A modern fitness centre fitted with a comprehensive 

range of equipment. Complete with locker room 

facilities & saunas.

BUSINESS CENTRE

Consisting of a reception area, pantry, 5 meeting 

rooms with up to 10 seats, a larger 16-seater 

meeting room and an auditorium with a capacity 

of up to 70 pax.

GLASS BOX FUNCTION HALL

A signature meeting facility with glazed 

finishing, stunning views and the capacity 

to fit up to 250 people. 

INTEGRATED LANDSCAPE AREA

An area with prominent green landscapes, ample 

walkways, timber bench seatings and open spaces 

with artificial turfing.

BUSINESS THEATRE & AUDITORIUM

A well-appointed business lounge with sofa 

seating featuring a 16-pax boardroom, which is 

ideal for hosting private/board meetings.

PODIUM LEVEL

INTEGRATED 
LANDSCAPE  
AREA

GLASS BOX 
FUNCTION HALL

BUSINESS 
CENTRE

BUSINESS THEATRE 
& AUDITORIUM

GYM & 
RECREATIONAL 

CENTRE

N

FUTURE
AMENITIES

BUSINESS 
NOT AS USUAL

The design intention is to create an 
environment where the demands of a 
fast-paced, work lifestyle are balanced 
by nature’s calming ability

– PALLADIO INTERIORS

‘‘‘‘
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HIGHER PERSPECTIVES

From the landscaped podium level up till the 42nd floor, the 

stunning cityscapes embrace each space within The Met, 

serving as an inspirational view across all levels. 

STATE-OF-THE-ART SECURITY

Turnstile security lift barriers afford enhanced safety levels, while 

dedicated low and high zone lifts provide efficient access to all floors 

with minimal waiting times. 

+ Vacant Car Park Indicator System

+ GBI-certified building with Rainwater Harvesting System

+ Fibre optic ready status & WIFI ready in common areas

+ Security gauntlet & CCTV system

+ Electric/hybrid car charging station

+ Building Automation System

FORWARD-THINKING
INNOVATIONS

Thanks to its combination of spaciousness, versatility and high 

functionality, the needs of individual establishments are well and 

truly catered to at The Met.

+ 3.6-metre ceiling height (beam-free design system)

+ 23-passenger lifts with destination control system
    (high & low zones for Tower A)

+ Grand lobby featuring 10-metre high ceilings

+ Curtain wall building façade for Tower A

+ Individual pantry points for all units

+ Toilet points for units sized 1,500 sf and above

+ 0.5 acres of landscapes & green areas

+ Visitor Management System

HUMAN-FOCUSED 
FEATURES

Every component has been crafted with a human-focused 

approach, defined by characteristics that maximize security, 

convenience, comfort and inspiration for the individuals plying 

their trade here. 
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MADE TO MEASURE
FLOOR PLANS

Expansive, flexible and remarkably dynamic 

- the spatial offerings and unit layouts at The Met 

have been designed to be adaptive to varying business 

needs, whether it’s for SMEs or MNCs.



TOWER A
EXECUTIVE LEVELS
FLOOR PLANS

TOWER A
PRESTIGE LEVELS
FLOOR PLANS

TOWER A
PREMIER LEVELS
FLOOR PLANS

TOWER B
FLOOR PLANS
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TOWER A

TOWER B

N

TOWER A

TOWER B

Highly functional and versatile units, 
with efficient sizes for varying needs.

Levels : 10 - 25
Built-up : 818 sf - 2,584 sf
   12 layout variants

Featuring larger layouts with 4 exclusive 
units per floor.

Levels : 26 - 31
Built-up : 3,606 sf - 4,231 sf
   4 layout variants

1,346 sf
UNIT 8

915 sf
UNIT 9

1,152 sf
UNIT 10

818 sf
UNIT 11

2,584 sf
UNIT 12

2,422 sf
UNIT 1

818 sf
UNIT 7

1,356 sf
UNIT 6

840 sf
UNIT 5

1,184 sf
UNIT 3A

840 sf
UNIT 3

872 sf
UNIT 2

Focused on providing exclusivity, 
featuring expansive single-floor layouts.

Levels : 10 - 28
Built-up : 915 sf - 2,368 sf

N

MALE 
TOILET

FEMALE 
TOILET

OKU

For elite businesses, seeking 
maximized space across 
multiple floors.

Levels : 32 - 39
Built-up : 16,104 sf

FEMALE 
TOILET

MALE 
TOILET

OKU

N

TOWER A

TOWER B

TOWER A

TOWER B

N

MALE 
TOILET

FEMALE 
TOILET

OKU

4,231 sf
TYPE C

3,606 sf
TYPE D

4,037 sf
TYPE A

4,220 sf
TYPE B

16,104 sf

980 sf
UNIT 1

915 sf
UNIT 2

915 sf
UNIT 3

926 sf
UNIT 3A

926 sf
UNIT 5

1,421 sf
UNIT 6

2,368 sf
UNIT 7
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PROPOSED MRT 3 LINEEXISTING KTM LINE

PROPOSED DIRECT LINK 
TO DUKE 3

PROPOSED LINK TO JALAN 
KUCHING

PROPOSED UPGRADED ACCESS ROADS

LEGEND
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KL 
METROPOLIS

6 km 4 km 2 km
ADMINISTRATIVE
OFFICES

SENTUL

SEGAMBUTKEPONG

BUKIT
TUNKU

DAMANSARA HEIGHTS

BANGSAR

SOLARIS
DUTAMASHARTAMAS

MONT’
KIARA

KLCC

SEGAMBUT
DIVERSITY 
A DIVERSE & MATURE LOCALE

KL METROPOLIS 
A CITY INSPIRED 
BY VISION
+ MITI
+ MATRADE
+ MITEC
+ HIGH COURT

SENTUL
EVOLUTION
EVER-EVOLVING 
URBANSCAPES

KL CITY
CENTRE 
DIRECT 
CONNECTIONS TO 
MALAYSIA’S CBD

BUKIT TUNKU
GRANDEUR
KUALA LUMPUR’S 
BEVERLY HILLS

DAMANSARA HEIGHTS
PRESTIGE & AFFLUENCE
A NEIGHBOURHOOD OF SHEER OPULENCE

DUTAMAS VIBRANCE 
A CENTRE OF ENTERTAINMENT
+ SOLARIS DUTAMAS
+ PUBLIKA

MONT’ KIARA
INTERNATIONAL
INSPIRATIONS
THE GLOBAL NEIGHBOURHOOD

NORTH KIARA
REDEFINED
AN ADDRESS OF 
RAPID PROGRESSION

KEPONG 
ENRICHED
PARKS AND VAST 
RESIDENTIAL 
SPACES

HARTAMAS LIFESTYLE
UPPER-CLASS RESIDENTIAL ADDRESS

SURROUNDED BY
ESTABLISHED 
NEIGHBOURHOODS

MINUTES 
FROM
EVERYWHERE

The maturity of this overall locale equates to excellent 

connectivity in all directions, ready infrastructure and 

convenience levels that are second to none; all of which will be 

further enhanced as the vision of KL Metropolis progresses 

towards realization.
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CONNECTIVITY
MASTERPLAN

LEGEND

PROPOSED MRT 3 STATION

PROPOSED MRT 3 LINE (UNDERGROUND)

PROPOSED BRT BUS ROUTE

PROPOSED ELEVATED WALKWAY

SEGAMBUT KTM STATION

ELEVATED WALKWAYS
Offering a safe connection from The 
Met to other components within 
KL Metropolis and upcoming public 
transportation points.

FEEDER BUS SERVICES
Providing convenient links to existing 
and upcoming transportation hubs.

KTM STATION
For access to destinations near and far 
via the existing Segambut KTM station.

MAJOR HIGHWAY INTERCHANGES
Presenting seamless road connectivity 
to all directions including DUKE 
Highway and Jalan Kuching.

MRT 3 CONNECTIVITY
Added connectivity thanks to the 
upcoming MRT 3 Station that will 
be within KL Metropolis itself.

MAJOR ROAD UPGRADES
Thoroughfares leading in to 
and out of KL Metropolis will be 
significantly improved to facilitate 
a more efficient flow of traffic.

STRUCTURE Reinforced Concrete

ROOF Reinforced Concrete Slab

WALL Reinforced Concrete Wall / Masonry Wall / Glass / Dry Wall System

WINDOWS -

DOORS Timber Flush Door

IRONMONGERY Quality Lock Sets

CEILING FINISHES Bare

FLOOR FINISHES  
Office Cement Render
Air Conditioner Ledge Cement Render

WALL FINISHES 
Office  Skim Coat / Plaster & Paint
Air Conditioner Ledge Skim Coat / Plaster & Paint

PLUMBING INSTALLATIONS 
 BUILT-UP < 1,500 SF BUILT-UP > 1,500 SF
Cold Water Supply Provided Provided
Sewerage Outlet For Sink 1 1
Soil & Waste Outlet For Toilet - 1

ELECTRICAL INSTALLATIONS
Telephone Installation 1 Fibre Wall Socket
Electrical Distribution Board Provided
Lighting / Power Points -
Air Conditioning -
SMATV Point -

TOWER A & B
SPECIFICATIONS
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A SPACE FOR 
VISIONARIES

We believe that a development is not about finding one, 

it is about creating one, 

and we have embraced this philosophy of ours at The Met, 

based on a simple but invaluable understanding 

- what people want and what businesses need.

The next move, is yours.
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Visionaries - they recognize 
opportunities even before 
they happen

‘‘ ‘‘
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TRILOGY OF LIFE

Triterra Metropolis Sdn Bhd (“Triterra”) is a 

brand formed out of the synergistic merger of 

Keystone and Impetus, two heavyweights in the 

property development industry.

Triterra is underpinned by three core pillars, 

which are: Stewardship, Relevance and 

Sustainability. Driven through our core values, 

we are dedicated towards delivering quality 

products and services that respond to the 

ever evolving needs of our customers & 

the community. 

People take the utmost importance in the 

company. Our human focused philosophy is 

ingrained into the DNA of all Triterra projects, 

maximising the projects’ potential for all who are 

affiliated with it.

Triterra is ready to lay the foundation towards 

fulfilling the needs of the future generations.
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THE NEW BUSINESS CLASS

www.themet.com.my

TRITERRA METROPOLIS SDN BHD (1149847-W)

Suite L-06-05, Solaris Mont Kiara, No.2 Jalan Solaris, Mont Kiara, 50480 Kuala Lumpur.
 

T +603 6205 8999     F +603 6205 1888     E info@triterra.com.my     W www.triterra.com.my

Disclaimer: All renderings and illustrations are artist’s impressions, used in good faith as opinion and should not be regarded as representation of fact. The 
developer reserves the right to modify any parts of the development designs as recommended by the Architect and/or relevant authorities. Information and 

specifications are subject to change and cannot form part of an offer or contract.


